DP Winch Heavy-Equipment and Self-Recovery Winch Systems

TWG is the leading global provider of gearing and electronic systems for hydraulic winches, hoists and rotation systems. TWG’s DP Winch brand is the number one supplier of hydraulic planetary gear winches for the United States defense industry and foreign military’s around the world.

Since 1970 DP winch has fielded more than 75,000 winches on military vehicles – from heavy equipment tank transporters and assault vehicles, to wreckers and over-the-road tractors.
Modular, unitized system conveniently installed

Ideal for recovery of large armored vehicles

Self-contained package; plug and play

Ideal for recovery of medium-size armored vehicles

Model 55 Dual QM
Platform-mounted recovery system
Pulling Capacity: 110,000 lb/50,000 kg

Model 45 Dual QM
Platform-mounted recovery system
Pulling Capacity: 45,000 lb/20,412 kg

Unmatched reliability. Exceptional performance. At DP Winch®, we engineer military recovery systems that meet the world’s most challenging demands—yours.
Model 35 TR
Constant-pull recovery winch
Pulling Capacity: 35,000 lb/15,909 kg

Model 25K
Upright recovery winch
Pulling Capacity: 25,000 lb/11,340 kg

- Enables better space utilization on equipment
- Delivers consistent, reliable performance sized to job requirements
- Simple component design allows for easy servicing
- Provides quick and efficient recovery of vehicle

Experts in Mission Critical Recovery, Rotating and Electronic Solutions.
Provides versatility of both forward and rearward recovery

Fast line speed under load reduces recovery time

Versatile, lightweight and easily installed

Ideal for light-armored vehicles

Model 20K
Side-mounted recovery winch

Pulling Capacity: 20,000 lb/9,091 kg

Model 10TR
Compact constant-pull recovery winch

Pulling Capacity: 10,000 lb/4,536 kg

CAUTION:
The last five wraps of cable must be left on the drum to assist the cable clamp in holding the load.

WARNING:
Winches and capstans are not intended to be used for lifting or moving of persons.

DP Winch® is a part of Tulsa Winch Group, a global leader in standard and engineered winch, gearbox and electronic monitoring systems.

As a leader in product innovation, TWG is committed to the ongoing improvement of its equipment. TWG reserves the right to make changes to our products without notice.

www.dovertwg.com